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OVERTURNED

2022-001-FB-UA

Knin cartoon
The Oversight Board has overturned Meta’s original decision to leave a post on

Facebook which depicted ethnic Serbs as rats

Policies and topics

Discrimination, Race
and ethnicity,
Freedom of
expression

Hate speech

Region and countries

Europe

Croatia

Platform

Facebook

Attachments

Serbian translation

Croatian translation

Knin cartoon public comments

This decision is also available in Serbian and Croatian.

Да бисте прочитали ову одлуку на српском језику, кликните овде.

Da biste ovu odluku pročitali na hrvatskom, kliknite ovdje.

Case summary

The Oversight Board has overturned Meta’s original decision to leave a post on Facebook which depicted ethnic Serbs as rats. While Meta

eventually removed the post for violating its Hate Speech policy, about 40 moderators had previously decided that the content did not violate

this policy. This suggests that moderators consistently interpreted the Hate Speech policy as requiring them to identify an explicit, rather than

implicit, comparison between ethnic Serbs and rats before finding a violation.

https://oversightboard.com/attachment/1451361855296938/
https://oversightboard.com/attachment/583521259996981/
https://oversightboard.com/attachment/711662636830706/
https://oversightboard.com/attachment/1451361855296938/
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About the case

In December 2021, a public Facebook page posted an edited version of Disney’s cartoon “The Pied Piper,” with a caption in Croatian which

Meta translated as “The Player from Čavoglave and the rats from Knin.”

The video portrays a city overrun by rats. While the entrance to the city in the original cartoon was labelled “Hamelin,” the city in the edited

video is labelled as the Croatian city of “Knin.” The narrator describes how the rats decided they wanted to live in a “pure rat country,” so they

started harassing and persecuting the people living in the city.

The narrator continues that, when the rats took over the city, a piper from the Croatian village of Čavoglave appeared. After playing a melody on

his “magic flute,” the rats start to sing “their favorite song” and follow the piper out of the city. The song’s lyrics commemorate Momčilo Dujić,

a Serbian Orthodox priest who was a leader of Serbian resistance forces during World War II.

The piper herds the rats into a tractor, which then disappears. The narrator concludes that the rats “disappeared forever from these lands” and

“everyone lived happily ever after.”

The content in this case was viewed over 380,000 times. While users reported the content to Meta 397 times, the company did not remove the

content. After the case was appealed to the Board, Meta conducted an additional human review, finding, again, that the content did not violate

its policies.

In January 2022, when the Board identified the case for full review, Meta decided that, while the post did not violate the letter of its Hate Speech

policy, it did violate the spirit of the policy, and removed the post from Facebook. Later, when drafting an explanation of its decision for the

Board, Meta changed its mind again, concluding that the post violated the letter of the Hate Speech policy, and all previous reviews were in

error.

While Meta informed the 397 users who reported the post of its initial decision that the content did not violate its policies, the company did not

tell these users that it later reversed this decision.

Key findings

The Board finds that the content in this case violates Facebook’s Hate Speech and Violence and Incitement Community Standards.

Meta’s Hate Speech policy prohibits attacks against people based on protected characteristics, including ethnicity. The content in this case,

which compares ethnic Serbs to rats and celebrates past acts of discriminatory treatment, is dehumanizing and hateful.

While the post does not mention ethnic Serbs by name, historical references in the content make clear that the rats being removed from the city

represent this group. Replacing the name “Hamelin” with the Croatian city of “Knin,” the identification of the piper with the Croatian village of

Čavoglave (a reference to the anti-Serb song “Bojna Čavoglave” by the band ‘Thompson’ whose lead singer is from Čavoglave) and the image

of rats fleeing on tractors are all references to Croatian military’s “Operation Storm.” This 1995 operation reportedly resulted in the

displacement, execution, and forcible disappearance of ethnic Serb civilians. The comments on the post confirm that this connection was clear

to people who viewed the content.

The Board is concerned that about 40 Croatian-speaking moderators deemed the content not to violate Facebook’s Hate Speech Community

Standard. This suggests that reviewers consistently interpreted the policy as requiring them to find an explicit comparison between ethnic

Serbs and rats before finding a violation.

The Board also finds this content to violate Facebook’s Violence and Incitement Community Standard. The Board disagrees with Meta’s

assessment that the content constitutes a call for expulsion without violence. By referring to the events of “Operation Storm,” the post aims to

remind people of past conflict and contains a violent threat. The cartoon celebrates the violent removal of Knin’s ethnic Serb population and

may contribute to a climate where people feel justified in attacking this group.

A serious question raised by this case is why Meta concluded that the content did not violate its policies, despite it being reviewed so many

times. The fact that the content was not sent to Meta’s specialized teams for assessment before it reached the Board shows that the company’s
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processes for escalating content are not sufficiently clear and effective. As such, the Board urges Meta to provide more information on how it

escalates content.

The Oversight Board’s decision

The Oversight Board overturns Meta’s original decision to leave up the content.

As a policy advisory opinion, the Oversight Board recommends that Meta:

Clarify the Hate Speech Community Standard and the guidance provided to reviewers, explaining that even implicit

references to protected groups are prohibited by the policy, when the reference would be reasonably understood.

In line with Meta’s commitment following the "Wampum Belt" case (2021-012-FB-UA), the Board recommends that Meta

notify all users who have reported content when, on subsequent review, it changes its initial determination. Meta should

also disclose the results of any experiments assessing the feasibility of introducing this change with the public.

*Case summaries provide an overview of the case and do not have precedential value.

Full case decision

1. Decision summary

The Oversight Board overturns Meta’s original decision to keep the content on Facebook. Following over 390 user reports to remove this

content and Meta’s additional review of the content when the Board selected the case, Meta found this content to be non-violating. However,

when developing the explanation of its decision to the Board, Meta reversed its position and declared that this was an “enforcement error,”

removing the content for violating the Hate Speech policy. The Board finds that the content violates Meta’s Hate Speech and Violence and

Incitement Community Standards. It finds that the Hate Speech policy on comparing people to animals applies to content that targets groups

through implicit references to protected characteristics. In this case, the content compared Serbs to rats. The Board also finds that removing

the content is consistent with Meta’s values and human rights responsibilities.

2. Case description and background

In early December 2021, a public Facebook page describing itself as a news portal for Croatia posted a video with a caption in Croatian. Meta

translated the caption as “The Player from Čavoglave and the rats from Knin.” The video was an edited version of Disney’s cartoon “The Pied

Piper.” It was two minutes and 10 seconds long, with a voiceover in Croatian which was overlaid with the word “pretjerivač,” referring to a

Croatian online platform of the same name.

The video portrayed a city overrun by rats. While the entrance to the city in the original Disney cartoon was labelled “Hamelin,” the city in the

edited video was labelled as the Croatian city of “Knin.” At the start of the video, a narrator described how rats and humans lived in the royal

city of Knin for many years. The narrator continues that the rats decided that they wanted to live in a “pure rat country,” so they started

harassing and persecuting people living in the city. The narrator explains that when rats took over the city, a piper from the Croatian village of

Čavoglave appeared. Initially, the rats did not take the piper seriously and continued with “the great rat aggression.” However, after the piper

started to play a melody with his “magic flute,” the rats, captivated by the melody, started to sing “their favourite song” and followed the piper

out of the city. Meta translated the lyrics of the song sung by the rats as: “What is that thing shining on Dinara, Dujić's cockade on his head [...]

Freedom will rise from Dinara, it will be brought by Momčilo the warlord.” The video then portrayed the city's people closing the gate behind the

piper and the rats. The video ended with the piper herding the rats into a tractor, which then disappeared. The narrator concluded that once the

piper lured all the rats into the “magical tractor,” the rats “disappeared forever from these lands” and “everyone lived happily ever after.”

The following factual historical background is relevant to the Board’s decision. Croatia declared its independence from the Socialist Federal

Republic of Yugoslavia on June 25, 1991. The remaining state of Yugoslavia (later called Federal Republic of Yugoslavia), which became

predominantly of Serb ethnicity but contained many ethnic minorities, including Croats, used its armed forces in an attempt to prevent

secession. The ensuing war, which lasted until 1995, resulted in extreme brutality on both sides, including forcible displacement of more than

200,000 ethnic Serbs from Croatia ( Human Rights Watch Report, Croatia, August 1996). The Serb ethnic minority in Croatia, with the support

of the Yugoslav National Army, opposed Croatian independence and (among other actions) established a state-like entity known as the

Republic of Serbian Krajina (RSK). Knin became the capital of the RSK. During this period, many Croats were driven out of Knin. In 1995,

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ftransparency.fb.com%2Fes-la%2Fpolicies%2Fcommunity-standards%2Fhate-speech%2F&h=AT1hthz_6SVXSIMN4C7VBFGunwneFyfp3BxqNJv9kVNuamEZzxy-GA0w01pCsgEVCwGg0NDIZQ_IX8acSrCHrhlWh3NM-3IkwZ9fD2Hg3kHAxnWOF9L_uBQSdMUeK4BJ48OyeBnFQIAdrOvj
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.hrw.org%2Freports%2F1996%2FCroatia.htm%23P38_1672&h=AT2PjNeHxxNK_eqhwvBrRaoptymY6sfi0HUM2gUzRjESoLzq2UKdhA8edFm6zyClFqqLr94nQx--M9QIj4WiuLZj1zYm5Irh4E-dtgbvEiyrIe9juwQToJUC_H4wcvnpZwJrnKQNtOi_TEXO
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Croatian forces reoccupied Knin in a military operation called “Operation Storm.” This was the last major battle of the war. Because some Serbs

fled on tractors, references to tractors can be used to humiliate and threaten Serbs.

Čavoglave is a village in Croatia near Knin, known as the birthplace of the lead vocalist and songwriter of the Thompson band. This Croatian

band became known during the Croatian War of Independence for their anti-Serb song “Bojna Čavoglave,” which remains available online. The

song, which was added to the video and has violent imagery, celebrates the retaking of Knin during Operation Storm. The piper who leads the

rats out of Knin in the cartoon is identified as the “piper from Čavoglave.” The melody and lyrics that the cartoon rats sing also have specific

meanings. The lyrics are from a song called “What is that thing that shines above Dinara,” which commemorates the Serbian past and Momčilo

Dujić, a Serbian Orthodox priest who was a leader of Serbian resistance forces during World War II.

The page that shared the content has over 50,000 followers. The content was viewed over 380,000 times, shared over 540 times, received

over 2,400 reactions, and had over 1,200 comments. The majority of the users who reacted to, commented on, or shared the content have

accounts located in Croatia. Among the comments in Croatian were statements translated by Meta as: “Hate is a disease,” and “Are you

thinking how much damage you are doing with this and similar stupidities to your Croatian people who live in Serbia?”

Users reported the content 397 times, but Meta did not remove the content. Of those who reported the post, 362 users reported it for hate

speech. Several users appealed the leave-up decision to the Board. This decision is based on the appeal filed by one of these users, whose

account appears to be located in Serbia. The user’s report was automatically rejected by an automatic system. This system resolves reports in

cases that have already been examined and considered non-violating by Meta’s human reviewers a certain number of times, so that the same

content is not re-reviewed. The content in this case was assessed as non-violating by several human reviewers before the automated decision

was triggered. In other words, although the user report that generated this appeal was reviewed by an automatic system, previous reports of

the same content had been reviewed by human reviewers, who decided that the content was not violating.

After the user who reported the content appealed Meta’s decision to take no action to the Board, an additional human review was conducted on

the appeal level and again found that the content did not violate Meta policies. Meta further explained that in total, about 40 “human reviewer

decisions (…) assessed the content as non-violating" and that “no human reviewer escalated the content.” Most of these human reviews took

place on the appeal level. Meta added that all reviewers that reviewed the content are Croatian speakers.

When the Oversight Board included this case in its shortlist sent to Meta to confirm legal eligibility for full review, Meta did not change its

assessment of the content, as it sometimes does at that stage. In late January 2022, when the Board designated the case for full review, Meta’s

Content Policy team took another look. At that point, Meta determined that the Knin cartoon post did not violate the letter of the Hate Speech

policy but violated the spirit of that policy and decided to remove it from Facebook. Meta explained that a “‘spirit of the policy’ decision is made

when the policy rationale section of one the Community Standards makes clear that the policy is meant to address a given scenario that the

language of the policy itself does not address directly. In those circumstances, we may nonetheless remove the content through a ‘spirit of the

policy’ decision.” Later, when drafting its rationale for the Board, Meta changed its mind again, this time concluding that the post violated the

letter of the Hate Speech policy, and that all previous reviews were in error.

According to Meta, the 397 users who reported the content were only informed about Meta’s initial determinations that the content did not

violate Meta’s policies. They were not notified once Meta changed its decision and removed the content. Meta explained that due to “technical

and resource limitations” it did not notify users when reported content is initially evaluated as non-violating and left up, and only later evaluated

as violating and removed.

3. Oversight Board authority and scope

The Board has authority to review Meta’s decision following an appeal from the user who reported content that was then left up (Charter Article

2, Section 1; Bylaws Article 3, Section 1). The Board may uphold or overturn Meta’s decision (Charter Article 3, Section 5), and this decision is

binding on the company (Charter Article 4). Meta must also assess the feasibility of applying its decision in respect of identical content with

parallel context (Charter Article 4). The Board’s decisions may include policy advisory statements with non-binding recommendations that

Meta must respond to (Charter Article 3, Section 4; Article 4).

4. Sources of authority

The Oversight Board considered the following sources of authority:

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ftransparency.fb.com%2Fes-la%2Fpolicies%2Fcommunity-standards%2Fhate-speech%2F&h=AT36B5c8bVjYZsj9m2jBGbwfW9FmvyaZIpSCCenwJULWtUo1W_GohT-Kbdb4sSsfOykrN44Nqztm89Z5L7zlbhnx-oZVgNzeGBaQoKi5k9iqBDOKhPvWAHEfSTIjdrtvGE8ekLbO3IpSLFSf
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I. Oversight Board decisions:

The most relevant prior Oversight Board decisions include:

Case decision 2021-002-FB-UA (“Zwarte Piet”): In this case, a majority of the Board noted that “moderating content to

address the cumulative harms of hate speech, even where the expression does not directly incite violence or discrimination,

can be consistent with Facebook’s human rights responsibilities in certain circumstances.” The Board also found that “less

severe interventions, such as labels, warning screens, or other measures to reduce dissemination, would not have provided

adequate protection against the cumulative effects of leaving (...) content of this nature on the platform.”

Case decision 2020-003-FB-UA (“Armenians in Azerbaijan”): In the context of language which targeted a group based on

national origin during conflict, the Board noted that “left up, an accumulation of such content may create an environment in

which acts of discrimination and violence are more likely.”

Case decision 2021-011-FB-UA (“South Africa Slur”): The Board decided that it is in line with Meta’s human rights

responsibilities to prohibit “some discriminatory expression” even “absent any requirement that the expression incite

violence or discriminatory acts”.

II. Meta’s content policies:

The policy rationale for Facebook’s Hate Speech Community Standard states that hate speech is not allowed on the platform “because it

creates an environment of intimidation and exclusion and, in some cases, may promote real-world violence.” The Community Standard defines

hate speech as a direct attack against people on the basis of protected characteristics, including race, ethnicity, and/or national origin. Meta

prohibits content targeting a person or group of people based on protected characteristic(s) with "dehumanizing speech or imagery in the form

of comparisons, generalizations or unqualified behavioral statements (in written or visual form) to or about: [a]nimals that are culturally

perceived as intellectually or physically inferior.” Meta also prohibits “[e]xclusion in the form of calls for action, statements of intent,

aspirational or conditional statements, or statements advocating or supporting, defined as [...] Explicit exclusion, which means things such as

expelling certain groups or saying they are not allowed.”

The policy rationale for Facebook's Violence and Incitement Community Standard states that Meta "aim[s] to prevent potential offline harm

that may be related to Facebook” and that it restricts expression “when [it] believe[s] there is a genuine risk of physical harm or direct threats

to public safety.” Specifically, Meta prohibits “coded statements where the method of violence or harm is not clearly articulated, but the threat

is veiled or implicit,” including where the content contains “references to historical [...] incidents of violence.”

III. Meta’s values:

Meta’s values are outlined in the introduction to Facebook’s Community Standards. The value of “Voice” is described as “paramount”:

The goal of our Community Standards has always been to create a place for expression and give people a voice. [...] We

want people to be able to talk openly about the issues that matter to them, even if some may disagree or find them

objectionable.

Meta limits “Voice” in service of four other values and two are relevant here:

“Safety”: We are committed to making Facebook a safe place. Expression that threatens people has the potential to

intimidate, exclude, or silence others and isn’t allowed on Facebook.

“Dignity”: We believe that all people are equal in dignity and rights. We expect that people will respect the dignity of others

and not harass or degrade them.

IV. International human rights standards

The UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights ( UNGPs), endorsed by the UN Human Rights Council in 2011, establish a voluntary

framework for businesses’ human rights responsibilities. In 2021, Meta announced its Corporate Human Rights Policy, where it reaffirmed its

commitment to respecting human rights in accordance with the UNGPs. The Board's analysis of Meta’s human rights responsibilities in this

case was informed by the following human rights standards:

Freedom of expression: Article 19, International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights ( ICCPR); General Comment No. 34,

Human Rights Committee, 2011; UN Special Rapporteur Report on Hate Speech, A/74/486, 2019; UN Special Rapporteur

https://www.oversightboard.com/decision/FB-S6NRTDAJ/
https://www.oversightboard.com/decision/FB-QBJDASCV/
https://oversightboard.com/news/404712621226343-oversight-board-upholds-facebook-decision-case-2021-011-fb-ua/
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ftransparency.fb.com%2Fen-gb%2Fpolicies%2Fcommunity-standards%2Fhate-speech%2F&h=AT1ydaqHe3PQAMWvYe1VgT2vTGK5zVYwu5Vc7Yh2Azo7ekAWkBoh7L4jpWZT-SnDMcPoVk-iQEFbgUp-jX9tyHt0Wn27z4EG1KBYJ2dA2DKOQbgD1r1Z307bsTQQjNLCt7k7pLBfR6H1Vh5T
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ftransparency.fb.com%2Fen-gb%2Fpolicies%2Fcommunity-standards%2Fviolence-incitement%2F&h=AT0h0k8J_JzAF4JdFATQVxxyO8dpoyHOz-wlsT1zkvje9eyPENs-qA-rqskf3VU_N69dC48gILk9qWDrqorEJN-QvmTLa5woYUYkHCiYWjGzfAnrRfzJA8vMgbOgV1XNmeCV3roeWZHIA5WM
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ohchr.org%2Fsites%2Fdefault%2Ffiles%2Fdocuments%2Fpublications%2Fguidingprinciplesbusinesshr_en.pdf&h=AT1kEojjv1FWjzG9PspiQMGUS4U3kTOa7z4s9jXEeqAOA_MzIsYmiCxMv5D_yPbb9K4azzoyijwvITVFVT6qRyEr4JoJ0jH3IZSfkbo1M29pqJNmc4IAQUoKCNDJPHVHEUtsLPoPAJ94h8VB
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fabout.fb.com%2Fnews%2F2021%2F03%2Four-commitment-to-human-rights%2F&h=AT2QS_cAECI0vSmnFQtY7JnjuTL9kmUPRZzmhjpUe7HYF5uHTzKKbNHFt2GfhU2kH4AmQbYczFX4U_j6zwIS8I4tEBAf6bYkAzt4BTNNJO81cEv_0m63U7GMi4UKBZ41JEwK1odIkkU2NS7L
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fabout.fb.com%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2021%2F03%2FFacebooks-Corporate-Human-Rights-Policy.pdf&h=AT1oGsC3mouVTz0CRfuXkquctmkkG0gC6QPMHs-A1aUUzRtjjwWx0M-niHgVY0YjYXrc2mX2mG_opgnTZOOUVKg0amxrngz6my2drRc18jEr4brQ1BLKDFzV-M-iSjybpSUmxEN8tFg7iKQf
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ohchr.org%2Fsites%2Fdefault%2Ffiles%2Fdocuments%2Fpublications%2Fguidingprinciplesbusinesshr_en.pdf&h=AT2Q9lX64BPu687Kjv6eHWpGKFw-UuRxwVQCrbOnXn4VwQUQwy9Ylc4M_Opl8r5o5ObA2D08kck1M8-ZsD_3O1gocbU2HiEe60pyKMpf4TkL3zwoczeyMJhbWNhiyrWLL5AHp4LFZkJdjoj5
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ohchr.org%2FEN%2FProfessionalInterest%2FPages%2FCCPR.aspx&h=AT04xFvpsHFjnaZkoj6JlCcm8IEVaEDemtck709lKr8GYGLShXQObyIJG3R4l0COBcbsWdUzvONtCaj8yQtyBI26SPrpmzY15d5gsPa7Nvd2ydJeDJQ2J9wW6Z3ixpoZrHLxcyj5EWA_DFfo
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww2.ohchr.org%2Fenglish%2Fbodies%2Fhrc%2Fdocs%2Fgc34.pdf&h=AT0W54RD4FAOMpqP8yxLVnuxBwUOUlP9rcpfcs7un-uFMS0dsvxBoscSvXamJ4cgybU3KggKi4qV9khgoGT5eIFb_cTpiwnXVvPNO_3FEBfWj3XDFzHHV6aufDUY9ihQP22LfJIS3bFLKyrw7NKJwW4ln27n8Q
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fundocs.org%2FHome%2FMobile%3FFinalSymbol%3DA%252F74%252F486%26Language%3DE%26DeviceType%3DDesktop&h=AT0ZdEA0XE4s_wqckHI_9aXNoAEkPqMETOmDuqj5BIca5TZg7uv9mlOYaEqmD10k-Hw2LGtpPdhpP6PQvOz3OuTXM3NKnG3BqrilIUi6MKp4nooK4b_9SvCrn3oAF0W1C6fZQIVDTMjlJX45
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Report on Online Content Moderation, A/HRC/38/35, 2018;

Equality and non-discrimination: Article 2, para. 1 and Article 26 ( ICCPR); Article 2 and 5, International Convention on the

Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination ( ICERD); General Recommendation 35, Committee on the Elimination of

Racial Discrimination, CERD/C/GC/35, 2013;

Responsibilities of businesses: Business, human rights, and conflict-affected regions: towards heightened action report,

Report of the UN Working Group on the issue of human rights and transnational corporations and other business

enterprises ( A/75/212).

5. User submissions

The user who reported the content, and appealed to the Board in Croatian, states “[t]he Pied Piper symbolises the Croatian Army, which in

1995 conducted an expulsion of Croatia’s Serbs, portrayed here as rats.” According to this user, Meta did not assess the video correctly. They

state that the content represents ethnic hate speech and that it “fosters ethnic and religious hatred in the Balkans.” They also state that “this

and many other Croatian portals have been stoking up ethnic intolerance between two peoples who have barely healed wounds of the war the

video refers to.”

When notified the Board had selected this case, the user who posted the content was invited to provide a statement. An administrator

responded that they were a part of the page only as a business associate.

6. Meta’s submissions

In the rationale Meta provided to the Board, Meta described its review process for this decision, but focused on explaining why its eventual

removal of the content under the Hate Speech policy was justified. After repeated reports, multiple human reviewers found the content non-

violating. Only after the Oversight Board selected the case did the company change its mind. Then, Meta determined that the content did not

violate the letter of the hate speech policy, but that it made a “spirit of the policy” decision to remove the content. At this point, the Board

informed Meta that it had selected the content for full review. Meta then changed its mind again, this time concluding that the content violated

the letter of the policy. Specifically, it stated that it violated the policy line which prohibits content that targets members of a protected group

and contains “[d]ehumanizing speech or imagery in the form of comparisons, generalizations, or unqualified behavioral statements (in written

or visual form) to or about…[a]nimals that are culturally perceived as intellectually or physically inferior.” In this revised determination, Meta

stated that the content was violating as it contained a direct attack against Serbs in Knin by comparing them to rats.

Meta explained that its earlier determination that the content only violated the “spirit” of the Hate Speech policy was based on the assumption

that the language of the policy did not prohibit attacks against groups on the basis of a protected characteristic identified implicitly. After

additional review of this reasoning, Meta “concluded that it is more accurate to say that the policy language also prohibits attacks that implicitly

identify” a protected characteristic.

Meta stated that its eventual removal was consistent with its values of “Dignity” and “Safety,” when balanced against the value of “Voice.”

According to Meta, dehumanizing comparisons of people to animals that are culturally perceived as inferior may contribute to adverse and

prejudicial treatment “in social integration, public policy, and other societally-impactful processes at institutional or cultural levels through

implicit or explicit discrimination or explicit violence.” Meta added that given the history of ethnic tensions and continuing discrimination

against ethnic Serbs in Croatia, the video may contribute to a risk of real-world harm. In this regard, Meta referred to the Board’s “Zwarte Piet”

case decision.

Meta also stated that the removal was consistent with international human rights standards. According to Meta, its policy was “easily

accessible” on Meta’s Transparency Center website. Additionally, the decision to remove the content was legitimate to protect the rights of

others from discrimination. Finally, Meta argued that its decision to remove the content was necessary and proportionate because the content

“does not allow users to freely connect with others without feeling as if they are being attacked on the basis of who they are” and because of

“no less intrusive means available for limiting this content other than removal.”

The Board also asked Meta whether this content violated the Violence and Incitement Community Standard. Meta responded that it did not

because “the content did not contain threats or statements of intent to commit violence” against ethnic Serbs and “exclusion or expulsion

without violence does not constitute a violent threat.” According to Meta, for the content to be removed under this policy “a more overt

connection tying the rats in the video to the violent and forcible displacement” of Serbs would be necessary.

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fundocs.org%2FHome%2FMobile%3FFinalSymbol%3DA%252FHRC%252F38%252F35%26Language%3DE%26DeviceType%3DDesktop&h=AT0Lce3FavC6tGj0yHk_nf1p3EKp3CFiTISh4qFs0TX6J6FxIFvVtfsACyv56aJTj8UzwILOUddiAbHGwfriD7E1exXXZk7adqfuAqH9c1eFN5aP6g2zilhibP1jScxIbmjzZKMhCF8HMkaR
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ohchr.org%2FEN%2FProfessionalInterest%2FPages%2FCCPR.aspx&h=AT0zYeHWRdZkosqRmsWUogV_5FaDA0UvW7CYqFNNICDusxufTL5y8Erit3W06jfG65_iidqLP1WUn3Teo_aM3hh_u5fH8cF4AoJ8_Kufw20RuBVSTIh9YjI1c7NwEMCXE7JDudK9ZQflejDL
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ohchr.org%2Fen%2Fprofessionalinterest%2Fpages%2Fcerd.aspx&h=AT0xAZAXkIUmYxNshuOCRoFM78DDBb_5hkjY9NVV3Ag1v17ATrdOUEGzH0aL2evhRJ32Ug35ML9vo7nhIxZKUYk1L32WN6DPbPNH_6nxX3x_YGFelOmoRzzS8RBVpGHOJhM_eeFORha5LC-S
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fdocstore.ohchr.org%2FSelfServices%2FFilesHandler.ashx%3Fenc%3D6QkG1d%252FPPRiCAqhKb7yhssyNNtgI51ma08CMa6o7Bglz8iG4SuOjovEP%252Bcqr8joDoVEbW%252BQ1MoWdOTNEV99v6FZp9aSSA1nZya6gtpTo2JUBMI0%252BoOmjAwk%252B2xJW%252BC8e&h=AT0b6xeeICBwBoEb_Jp2R-sFGhhjg0UDvD7xCptYUA2CTRMLRQ_EkO5xWLyhk1xYpg3pket6zv_u2L3Jm-A6mxFzp0eiCDW1Hd4otpK53-IFY0BJT1gkXEgxIGFr7klxNcMXHIxf3ZvCpdKLiqlcu-MbLiGU0g
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fundocs.org%2FHome%2FMobile%3FFinalSymbol%3DA%252F75%252F212%26Language%3DE%26DeviceType%3DDesktop&h=AT0zrCec899oXuu1Z_V-IulUDyk5UFIUgMzrMD7Lhx2A6EkR4NgatQ_3a9K7ZWTLPryY3WtRJmZ-yzPIGN2t4XdFQ74yrjBrAjXjb2bnulc3icwEskz5T_eEQZXS5H2z3eNRroMej6GaqRCE
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7. Public comments

The Oversight Board received two public comments related to this case. One of the comments was submitted from Asia Pacific and Oceania

and one from Europe. The submissions covered the following themes: whether the content should stay on the platform, whether the

comparison of Serbs to rats violates Meta’s Hate Speech policy, and suggestions on how to enforce content rules on Facebook more effectively.

To read public comments submitted for this case, please click here.

8. Oversight Board analysis

The Board looked at the question of whether this content should be restored through three lenses: Meta’s content policies, the company’s

values, and its human rights responsibilities.

8.1 Compliance with Meta’s content policies

The Board finds that the content in this case violates the Hate Speech Community Standard. It also violates the Violence and Incitement

Standard.

Hate Speech

Meta’s Hate Speech policy prohibits attacks against people based on protected characteristics, including ethnicity. Here, the attacked group

are ethnic Serbs living in Croatia, specifically in Knin, targeted on the basis of their ethnicity. While the caption and video do not mention ethnic

Serbs by name, the content of the video in its historic context, the replacement of the name “Hamelin” with “Knin,” the lyrics used in the video,

the identification of the piper with Čavoglave and therefore with the song by Thompson about Operation Storm, and the use of the tractor

image are unmistakable references to Serb residents of Knin. Serbs are depicted as rats who must be removed from the city. The comments on

the post and the many user reports confirm that this connection was abundantly clear to people who viewed the content.

The content contains two “attacks” within the definition of that term in the Hate Speech policy. First, the Hate Speech policy prohibits

comparisons to “[a]nimals that are culturally perceived as intellectually or physically inferior.” Meta’s Internal Implementation Standards, which

are guidelines provided to content reviewers, specify that comparisons to “vermin” are prohibited under this policy. The video contains a visual

comparison of Serbs to rats. This constitutes a dehumanizing comparison in violation of the Hate Speech policy and the Internal

Implementation Standards.

The Board finds that implied comparisons of the kind in this content are prohibited by Meta's hate speech policy.

Meta explained that previous decisions not to remove the content were based on the assumption that the letter of the policy did not apply to

implicit references to protected characteristics. The Board disagrees with this assumption. The letter of the policy prohibits attacks based on

protected characteristics no matter whether references to those characteristics are explicit or implicit. The Hate Speech Standard states that

comparisons can take a written or visual form, such as video, and the language of the Standard does not require that references to targeted

groups be explicit. While this reading of the policy is in line with both its text and rationale, the policy does not clearly formulate that implicit

references are covered by the policy too.

Second, the content contains support for expelling Serbs from Knin. The rationale of the Hate Speech Standard defines attacks as “violent or

dehumanising speech, harmful stereotypes, statements of inferiority, expressions of contempt, disgust or dismissal, cursing and calls for

exclusion or segregation.” According to the policy line of the Hate Speech Community Standard applied in this case, explicit exclusion means

supporting “things such as expelling certain groups or saying they are not allowed.” The video in this case celebrates a historical incident

where ethnic Serbs were forcibly expelled from Knin and the content states the townspeople were much better off after the rats were gone. This

video contains support for ethnic cleansing in violation of the Hate Speech Standard.

Violence and Incitement

The Violence and Incitement policy prohibits “content that threatens others by referring to known historical incidents of violence.” The caption

and the video contain references to “Operation Storm,” the 1995 military operation that reportedly resulted in displacement, execution, and

https://oversightboard.com/attachment/711662636830706/
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disappearance of ethnic Serb civilians. In the video, the city is named Knin and the rats flee on tractors, both references to Operation Storm.

Comments to the post make clear these references are apparent to ethnic Serbs and Croatians.

The video may contribute to a climate where people feel justified in attacking ethnic Serbs. The post is designed to remind people of past

conflict and to rekindle ethnic strife, with the goal of ridding the Knin area of the small remaining Serbian ethnic minority (on historical

revisionism and radical nationalism in Croatia see Council of Europe Advisory Committee on the Framework Convention for the Protection of

National Minorities’ 2021 Fifth Opinion on Croatia, on online hate speech against ethnic Serbs see the 2018 European Commission against

Racism and Intolerance report, para 30). When a threat is “veiled,” according to the Facebook policy, it requires “additional context to

enforce.” That context is present in this post.

The Board disagrees with Meta’s assessment that the content did not contain threats or statements of intent to commit violence, and that calls

for exclusion or expulsion without specifying means of violence may not constitute a violent threat. The forced expulsion of people is an act of

violence. The use of the Pied Piper story is not advocacy of peaceful removal but a clear reference to known historical incidents of violence, in

particular with the imagery of the tractor.

As evidenced by the users who reported this post and the public comments, in the eyes of observers, rats in the cartoon represent the ethnic

Serb population of the Knin area, including those who remained there. The cartoon clearly celebrates their removal. In the context of the Pied

Piper story, the rats are induced to leave Knin by a magic flute rather than compelled by force, but the tractor reference refers to the actual

forcible removal which is widely known about in the country. The tractor is a metaphor, but threats can be conveyed by metaphor no less

effectively than by direct statements.

Meta’s review process

The Board is particularly interested in why the company concluded this content was not violating so many times. It would have been helpful if

Meta had focused on this at the outset, instead of focusing on why its revised decision to remove the post was correct. If the company wishes to

reduce the level of violating content on its platform, it needs to treat the Board’s selection of enforcement error cases as an opportunity to

explore the reasons for its mistakes.

The Board notes the complexity of assessing cases such as this one and the difficulty of applying Facebook’s Community Standards while

accounting for context, especially considering the volume of content that human reviewers assess each day. Because of these challenges, the

Board believes that it is important for Meta to improve its instructions to reviewers and pathways and processes for escalation. “Escalation"

means for human reviewers to send a case to Meta’s specialized teams, which then assess the content.

According to the rationale provided by Meta, to avoid subjectivity and achieve consistency in enforcement, human reviewers are instructed to

apply the letter of the policy and not to evaluate intent. While objectivity and consistency are legitimate goals, the Board is concerned that the

instructions provided to reviewers appear to have resulted in about 40 human reviewers erroneously qualifying the content as non-violating,

and no reviewer reaching the decision which Meta ultimately believed to be the correct one, which is removal.

The possibility to escalate content is supposed to lead to better outcomes in difficult cases. Review on the escalation level may assess intent

and is better equipped to account for context. This content was reported 397 times, had a wide reach, raised policy questions, required context

to assess and involved content from a Croatian online platform which, according to experts consulted by the Board, was previously the subject

of public and parliamentary discussion on the freedom of speech in the context of satire. Yet, no reviewer escalated the content. Meta told the

Board it encourages reviewers to escalate “trending content,” and to escalate when in doubt. Meta defined trending content as “anything that

is repetitive in nature (…) combined with the type of action associated with the content (i.e. potential harm or community risk(…)).” The fact that

the content was not escalated prior to Board selection indicates that escalation pathways are not sufficiently clear and effective. The failure to

escalate was a systemic breakdown.

One factor which may have prevented the escalation of content in this case is that Meta does not provide at scale reviewers with clear

thresholds on when content is “trending.” Another factor that may have contributed to the failure of reviewers to identify the content as

“trending” – and thus to escalate – was the automated review system Meta used in this case. Meta explained that it uses automation to

respond to reports when there are a certain amount of non-violation decisions over a given time period to avoid re-review.

The Board is concerned about Meta’s escalation pathways, and notes that it should provide more information regarding these. It should study

whether additional pathways to escalate content are necessary and whether the automated system used in this case prevents content which is

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Frm.coe.int%2F5th-op-croatia-en%2F1680a2cb49&h=AT35rpt8P93rJgeOqyLRk9qqoqMXirZDaIfR8VEGfFwD1DKio0I8-_6yVX9b7xlwscPTGG-VS7_QgBJIhzhpGjgmWaf0cQU1OqfyBPIbGoE8FsHVpMchoGsC-P0Xk8MeFy1EDmThXesTRSBJ
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Frm.coe.int%2Ffifth-report-on-croatia%2F16808b57be&h=AT1LRjspQJazd5pXsbHP2kyW23Y2RFZ7xwIA-XCALtc5XW-K4FKHO3_uQruhuavMEedTSBcGOZKID4sTu30lwXdJgvq1IawhhM3m-JvUx6MbOE1Ykn23bqPcUByU1hdBDIUWm29rfDP4lOnu
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viral and often reported from being escalated.

The case also exposed flaws in Meta’s reporting and appeal process. The Board is concerned about Meta not notifying users when the

company changes its decision in a case. A user who reported content which is initially evaluated as non-violating and left up, and then later

evaluated as violating and removed, should be updated on this.

8.2 Compliance with Meta’s values

The Board finds that removing the content is consistent with Meta’s values of “Voice,” ”Dignity,” and “Safety.”

The Board recognizes that “Voice” is Meta’s paramount value, but the company allows for expression to be limited to prevent abuse and other

forms of online and offline harm. Those targeted by dehumanizing and negative stereotypes may also see their “Voice” affected, as their use

may have a silencing impact on those targeted and inhibit their participation on Facebook and Instagram. By allowing such posts to be shared,

Meta may contribute to a discriminatory environment.

The Board considers the values of “Dignity” and “Safety” to be of superseding importance in this case. In this regard, the Board noted the

continuing increase in cases of physical violence against ethnic Serbs in Croatia ( 2021 CoE Fifth Opinion on Croatia, para. 116). This justified

displacing the user’s “Voice” to protect the “Voice,” “Dignity,” and “Safety” of others.

8.3 Compliance with Meta’s human rights responsibilities

The Board concludes that removing the post from the platform is consistent with Meta's human rights responsibilities as a business. Meta has

committed itself to respect human rights under the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights ( UNGPs). Its Corporate Human

Rights Policy states that this includes the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights ( ICCPR).

Freedom of expression (Article 19 ICCPR)

The scope of the right to freedom of expression is broad. Article 19, para. 2, of the ICCPR gives heightened protection to expression on political

issues and discussion of historical claims (General Comment No. 34, paras. 20 and 49). ICCPR Article 19 requires that where restrictions on

expression are imposed by a state, they must meet the requirements of legality, legitimate aim, and necessity and proportionality (Article 19,

para. 3, ICCPR). The UN Special Rapporteur on freedom of expression has encouraged social media companies to be guided by these

principles when moderating online expression.

I. Legality (clarity and accessibility of the rules)

The principle of legality requires rules used by states to limit expression to be clear and accessible ( General Comment 34, para. 25). The

legality standard also requires that rules restricting expression “may not confer unfettered discretion for the restriction of freedom of

expression on those charged with [their] execution” and “provide sufficient guidance to those charged with their execution to enable them to

ascertain what sorts of expression are properly restricted and what sorts are not” (Ibid.). Individuals must have enough information to

determine if and how their expression may be limited, so that they can adjust their behavior accordingly. Applied to Meta’s content rules for

Facebook, users should be able to understand what is allowed and what is prohibited, and reviewers should have clear guidance on how to

apply these standards.

The Board finds that the Hate Speech Community Standard prohibits implicit targeting of groups on the basis of protected characteristics. This

is the case for both dehumanizing comparisons to animals and for statements advocating or supporting exclusion. The errors that occurred in

this case show that the language of the policy and the guidance provided to reviewers are not sufficiently clear.

In the case, about 40 human reviewers decided the content did not violate the Hate Speech Community Standard. Prior to the final

determination by Meta, no human reviewer found the content to be violating. This indicates reviewers consistently interpreted the policy as

requiring them to find an explicit comparison between ethnic Serbs and rats before finding a violation. The company first informed the Board

that the spirit of the policy prohibited implied comparisons to animals, and later that the letter of the policy covered implied comparisons. The

confusion throughout this process evidences a need for clearer policy and implementation guidance.

II. Legitimate aim

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Frm.coe.int%2F5th-op-croatia-en%2F1680a2cb49&h=AT0BOikPrJAe13CFRG25R_u4V6b4t0Xdj4MsSsDzRPUoIWSVoiF3-MpWJ8pMWT1coNjV1Ri2QvX0nUBH_ZhXVjnuOwOIIvSQUedhZvMg8f_Ha1kxwdN8K_2ImBVVJrEXW23RuSA596MHY4Hc
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ohchr.org%2Fsites%2Fdefault%2Ffiles%2Fdocuments%2Fpublications%2Fguidingprinciplesbusinesshr_en.pdf&h=AT0ea5AyEZ-NMuVvkWroaVMtaL_G-4vzdQQM9ts7uofNiX6gZ0yxBOLKqn3HBO3pGpIBK2tgMbXlhQcyetQh5WOi300YzZthMlDBWDvsLnHmb-lKa6ms8z4ZV7q1WIQW7UxLtp5J--dNUKQ8
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ohchr.org%2FEN%2FProfessionalInterest%2FPages%2FCCPR.aspx&h=AT0HPuDlPEmyaGFu7rBcgRC8NF_cldpa5q1u-UhabB4RkXW8Lgpy5DJDAZxBrvBVVegXer6OtjdRfaiycujmHPvaJ-H8bcEht2tSlfFg7RGYidARlSZM25xPRYTY06cUXx7spqQcoW0sJB4U
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ohchr.org%2FEN%2FProfessionalInterest%2FPages%2FCCPR.aspx&h=AT0DwR2oom3Crmd6699-LeCFU5EknGLDIrCEpRExiXGdCYI04UURRxqv9UNfwTA4RHfRzWFMQid3OQ7EAkKeHQ9ChegmfkzCQlFmqce67OBkX3QigKHfEv7UtfS_nX3ux3ApxqUrbHH0shV-
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww2.ohchr.org%2Fenglish%2Fbodies%2Fhrc%2Fdocs%2Fgc34.pdf&h=AT2c1-Ry86GE5zvWv1Ee8BCMh7I4j-Y44oPcUqDXyNGdWB-O-6noGKIwr-PnNKgoJ8ZLnG7UOm_LbQyZeq11-Unwb0ZvTwA_HVlSpld-T4Oh6VcxpVtuQMpZAY7q2drdO6PYN_uUkarLTrC2
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The Board has previously recognized that the Hate Speech Community Standard and the Violence and Incitement Standard pursue the

legitimate aim of protecting the rights of others. Those rights include the rights to equality and non-discrimination (Article 2, para. 1, ICCPR,

Article 2 and 5 ICERD) and exercise their freedom of expression on the platform without being harassed or threatened (Article 19 ICCPR).

III. Necessity and proportionality

For restrictions on expression to be considered necessary and proportionate, those restrictions “must be appropriate to achieve their

protective function; they must be the least intrusive instrument amongst those which might achieve their protective function; they must be

proportionate to the interest to be protected” ( General Comment 34, para. 34). The Special Rapporteur on free expression has also noted that

on social media, “the scale and complexity of addressing hateful expression presents long-term challenges” ( A/HRC/38/35, para. 28).

However, according to the Special Rapporteur, companies should “demonstrate the necessity and proportionality of any content actions (such

as removals or account suspensions).” Moreover, companies are required “to assess the same kind of questions about protecting their users’

right to freedom of expression” (ibid para. 41.).

The Facebook Hate Speech Community Standard prohibits specific forms of discriminatory expression, including comparison to animals and

calls for exclusion, absent any requirement that the expression incite violence or discriminatory acts. The Board, drawing upon the UN Special

Rapporteur’s guidance, has previously explained that, while such prohibitions would raise concerns if imposed by a government at a broader

level, particularly if enforced through criminal or civil sanctions, Facebook can regulate such expression, demonstrating the necessity and

proportionality of the action (see the “ South Africa Slur” decision).

The content in this case, comparing ethnic Serbs to rats and celebrating past acts of discriminatory treatment, is dehumanizing and hateful.

The Board would have come to a similar conclusion about any content that targets an ethnic group in this way, especially in a region that has a

recent history of ethnic conflict. The Board finds removing this content from the platform was necessary to address the serious harms hate

speech on the basis of ethnicity poses.

The Board considered the factors in the Rabat Plan of Action ( The Rabat Plan of Action, OHCHR, A/HRC/22/17/Add.4, 2013) to guide its

analysis, while accounting for differences between international law obligations of states and human rights responsibilities of businesses . Meta

has a responsibility to “seek to prevent or mitigate adverse human rights impacts that are directly linked to [its] operations, products or

services” (UNGPs, Principle 13). In its analysis, the Board focused on the social and political context, intent, the content and form of the speech

and the extent of its dissemination.

Regarding the context, this relates to a region that has recently experienced ethnic conflict and the backdrop of online hate speech and

incidents of discrimination against ethnic minorities in Croatia (see Section 8.1. under Violence and Incitement). It intends to incite ethnic

hatred, and this may contribute to individuals taking discriminatory action. The form of the expression and its wide reach is also important. The

video was shared by an administrator of a Page which, according to expert briefings the Board received, is a Croatian news portal known for

anti-Serb sentiments. The cartoon video form can be particularly harmful because it is especially engaging. Its reach was broad. While the

video was created by someone else, it is likely that the popularity of the page (which has over 50,000 followers) would increase the reach of the

video, especially as it reflects the views of the page and its followers. The content was viewed over 380,000 times, shared over 540 times,

received over 2,400 reactions and had over 1,200 comments.

In the “South Africa Slur” decision, the Board decided that it is in line with Meta’s human rights responsibilities to prohibit “some discriminatory

expression” even “absent any requirement that the expression incite violence or discriminatory acts.” The Board notes that Article 20, para. 2,

ICCPR, as interpreted in the Rabat Plan of Action, requires imminent harm to justify restrictions on expression. The Board does not believe that

this post would result in imminent harm. However, Meta can legitimately remove posts from Facebook that encourage violence in a less

immediate way. This is justified, as the human rights responsibilities of Meta as a company differ from the human rights obligations of states.

Meta can apply less strict standards for removing content from its platform than those which apply to states imposing criminal or civil penalties.

In this case, depicting the Serbs as rats and calling for their exclusion while referencing historical acts of violence, impacts the rights to equality

and non-discrimination of those targeted. This justifies removing the post. Many Board Members also believed that the content had a negative

impact of the freedom of expression of others on the platform, as it contributed to an environment where some users would feel threatened.

The Board finds that removing the content from the platform is a necessary and proportionate measure. Less invasive interventions, such as

labels, warning screens, or other measures to reduce dissemination, would not have provided adequate protection against the cumulative

effects of leaving content of this nature on the platform (for a similar analysis see the “Depiction of Zwarte Piet” case).

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ohchr.org%2FEN%2FProfessionalInterest%2FPages%2FCCPR.aspx&h=AT3t1igDPK8pGg3NB6eIeCFImfU6qViPZZxQJWLKG1raPK8Z6aBtFpnaks4cPTmeXeGoZy33u_VCeYT780nkh6SLYHMhQlJyG4N8wDkM_CoQ5Tdd1Xw0Ay3cfiot4i1EYZQ9MrocqWp05jLU
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ohchr.org%2Fen%2Fprofessionalinterest%2Fpages%2Fcerd.aspx&h=AT0Dw7HDAg2WKcUetZPi4yY77G_yd5ykBBcJQKJ3MtImqnOrrCKEZWyXpw64AE6B81HX4dlZFdHWgVtfp4olODkA8j7-M0pa0X_7lwudHm8wevcZHJ2dFQkL8sk_CZCzn19nhItwj55CG7Kk
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ohchr.org%2FEN%2FProfessionalInterest%2FPages%2FCCPR.aspx&h=AT1D9ApoyZkrshha4sOZDVt_fB0ItjSMo-YqJTjrlSftxLVr2ykkxBM40KASfEO-nx29hyH7SZr-SdfAmeyoJodo7tczk_ITcxdMe9lpJ5-hTvt22cLih35r-hW8QapBV3LB0Ag04Z2Yrx7G
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww2.ohchr.org%2Fenglish%2Fbodies%2Fhrc%2Fdocs%2Fgc34.pdf&h=AT1uxuklXGIpevQ7ZukzoVOk8-k8-T10Dkl1fWyDalJ37hs5b5DaJei4ZKoe0Ug6QHwqL2hA5Y-Rv-NuHeVYU-m1ubb1tndnBtJuJZsO6z1_y9qTWKhc7C-Cu4sAVswVxiCDHVd2ImephFl4
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fundocs.org%2FHome%2FMobile%3FFinalSymbol%3DA%252FHRC%252F38%252F35%26Language%3DE%26DeviceType%3DDesktop&h=AT0f9NKg1Cq07QHNT7Anqcd2bDLHgSr17FPn-OEuxRLxB3HtVASH8X9ZVLhacj5Qg3UTq0-cT6XZTjni0_UiluLIIcV0cmjEZdZ6QrcROdYOYAO913yJGfuxfmbLVM1g4D80ioIIAOqd1UTw
https://www.oversightboard.com/decision/FB-TYE2766G/
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ohchr.org%2Fen%2Fdocuments%2Foutcome-documents%2Frabat-plan-action&h=AT0c57-B6C16_arGhcTtWZIAvZLv_M0JGVIzF2ZlKLYxyVzR-jJrh601cMES4PP3XG1vmz5ad25sRF6wSVn8gL01rXclf96-13_oydl-GoSNx0DxjA_YmgOcZUg5m8EYoQ6_quAn_DSwHI-t
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ohchr.org%2Fen%2Fdocuments%2Foutcome-documents%2Frabat-plan-action&h=AT2KuCsffHRkMN9BMqzl1Rmcqck7V3u20DbgzSJR9j9iJzethfCuenmxDyD9t3_F9zbs0WuKKXAGzRxOhpVM48NqAlYeZSj_8jK35_jjXGnTe3IZhZ293UcNqK1Vlha9PAOVY833ouQoBwxr
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ohchr.org%2Fsites%2Fdefault%2Ffiles%2Fdocuments%2Fpublications%2Fguidingprinciplesbusinesshr_en.pdf&h=AT0PvAEPYzl6Mur_8bVJjWrsW7WUYqj8zjTbyVvxdCLfvuEBBWDSvChLPbpFbA2v50VpNux7GNUg3TVBXl9QP6edaE7rxOpkLMImpI_0be2RIQDTPSEz0AK4y9PDbTkb-VXi0EmWsXYLbyX8
https://www.oversightboard.com/decision/FB-S6NRTDAJ/
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9. Oversight Board decision

The Oversight Board overturns Meta's original decision to leave up the content, requiring the post to be removed.

10. Policy advisory statement

Content policy

1. Meta should clarify the Hate Speech Community Standard and the guidance provided to reviewers, explaining that even implicit references to

protected groups are prohibited by the policy when the reference would reasonably be understood. The Board will consider this

recommendation implemented when Meta updates its Community Standards and Internal Implementation Standards to content reviewers to

incorporate this revision.

Enforcement

2. In line with Meta’s commitment following the "Wampum belt" case (2021-012-FB-UA), the Board recommends that Meta notify all users who

have reported content when, on subsequent review, it changes its initial determination. Meta should also disclose the results of any

experiments assessing the feasibility of introducing this change with the public. The Board will consider this recommendation implemented

when Meta shares information regarding relevant experiments and, ultimately, the updated notification with the Board and confirms it is in use

in all languages.

*Procedural note:

The Oversight Board’s decisions are prepared by panels of five Members and approved by a majority of the Board. Board decisions do not

necessarily represent the personal views of all Members.

For this case decision, independent research was commissioned on behalf of the Board. An independent research institute headquartered at

the University of Gothenburg and drawing on a team of over 50 social scientists on six continents, as well as more than 3,200 country experts

from around the world. The Board was also assisted by Duco Advisors, an advisory firm focusing on the intersection of geopolitics, trust and

safety, and technology. The company Lionbridge Technologies, LLC, whose specialists are fluent in more than 350 languages and work from

5,000 cities across the world, provided linguistic expertise.


